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A NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITION THAT

A FUNCTION ON THE MAXIMAL IDEAL SPACE

OF A BANACH ALGEBRA BE A MULTIPLIER

JAMES A. WOOD

Abstract. Consider a regular commutative, semisimple Banach algebra

with a bounded approximate identity whose Gelfand transforms have com-

pact support. A necessary and sufficient condition is given for a complex

valued function defined on the maximal ideal space to determine a

multiplier of the algebra. This theorem is similar to one proved by F. T.

Birtel, but omits Birtel's assumption that the algebra be topologically

embeddable in its second dual.

1. Introduction. Let A be a regular commutative semisimple Banach

algebra and denote by A(A) the maximal ideal space of A endowed with the

Gelfand topology. If x G A, x will denote the Gelfand transform of x and A

the algebra of all transforms. We assume further that A has a bounded

approximate identity {en) and that each ên has compact support. By a

multiplier of A we mean a bounded linear operator F:A —> A such that

F(xy) = xF(y) for all x,y E A.

If F is a complex valued function on A(A), we denote by AF the set

(x | Fx = y for some y E A). The set AF is always nonempty since it

contains at least x = 0. Moreover, AF is a subspace of A, and we can define a

linear function F:AF -» A by F(x) = v if and only if Fx = y. If AF = A,

then an application of the closed graph theorem shows that F is a bounded

linear operator, and it is obvious that F is a multiplier of A. Conversely, it is

also well known that if F is a multiplier of A, then there is a unique function

F on h(A) such that F(x)'= Fx for all x. This correspondence is actually an

isomorphism.

It is the purpose of this note to prove a necessary and sufficient condition

that a function F on A(A) determine a multiplier F of A. This theorem is

related to a theorem proved by F. T. Birtel in 1962 in [2, p. 819]. The main

difference between our result and Birtel's theorem is that we are able to

replace Birtel's assumption that A be topologically embeddable in A " with a

different assumption which does not involve A". Here A" = (A')*, where A'

is the closed linear span of h(A) in A*, the conjugate space of A.

In what follows we need to make use of the fact that A** is a Banach
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algebra under a multiplication introduced by R. Arens [1], or [2, p. 816]. For

the sake of completeness, we sketch the definition of this multiplication. If

p G A*, x E A, define px(y) = p(xy). It is easy to check that px E A* and

\\PX\\ < \\P\\ \\X\Y If ^ G A**,p E A*, define $p by $p(x) = <P(px). Again
it is easy to check that <bp G A* and ||$p|| < ||$|| ||p||. Therefore, if $, * G

A**, define <ï>*(/?) = $(*/»), p E A*. Finally, $* is linear on ^* and

||**|| < ||$|| ||*||, so®* EA**.

2. Proof of the Main Theorem. Before proving the main theorem we first

need a lemma.

Lemma. Suppose F is a complex valued function defined on A(A) and that for

some x E A, Fx E A. Let y be that element in A such that y = Fx and write

y = F(x). Assume |/Ky)|/||/>x|| = \p(F(x))\/\\px\\ < M for all p E A*.

Then there exists a <b E A** such that y** = (F(x))** = $x**, where the

product Ox** denotes the Arens product in A**.

Proof. Let x**A* = {x**p \p E A*}. It is routine to check that x**p +

x**q = x**(p + q) and that a(x**p) = x**ap so that x**A* is a subspace

of A*. We define % on x**A* by %(x**p) = p(F(x)). Now

%(x**p + x**q) = 4>0(x**(/> + <?)) = (p + q)(F(x))

= p{F(x)) + q(F(x))= <D0(x**p) + $o(***<?)-

Also

®0(ax**p) = $0(x**ap)= ap(F(x)) = a®0(x**p).

Thus $0 is linear on x**A*. Moreover,

\MX**P)\     \p(f(*))\

\\X**P\\ \\PX\\      <     '

so ||$0|| < M and <I>0 is bounded. By the Hahn-Banach theorem $0 can be

extended to a functional $ on all of A * having the same norm as $0. Now

(F(x))**(p) = p(F(x)) = %(x**p) = ®(x**p) = 1>x**(p)

for all/» G A*, so that (F(x))** = Ox**.

We can now prove our main result.

Theorem. Let F be a complex valued function on &(A). In order that F

determine a multiplier of A, it is necessary and sufficient that F belongs locally

to ä(A) at each point of k(A) and that \p(F(x))\/\\px\\ < M, for all p E A*

and for all x E AF.

Proof. We show first that the condition is sufficient. In [2, p. 818], Birtel

showed that if a function/on k(A) belongs locally to Â at each/? G A(A) u

(oo), then/ G A. From this result it follows that Fxên E Â for all x E A and

all n, i.e. xe„ G AF. By the lemma, we know that (F(xen))** = $„m(xen)**,

where ||$nm|| < M and M is. independent of x and <ï> in general depends

upon F and xen. Thus
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\\F(xen) - F(xem)\\ = ||(F(xe„) - F(xem))"\\

< II^JI IK«» - *0*1

< M\\xen - xem\\.

Therefore, [F(xen)) is a Cauchy net in A. Let y = lim F(xen) and define

F(x) = y. Clearly, Fx = y so that F determines the multiplier F.

To prove the necessity suppose F determines the multiplier F It is an easy

consequence of the regularity of A that F belongs locally to A at points of

à(A). To obtain the desired estimate we observe first that

\p(F(xen))\ = \P(xF(en))\ = \px(F(e„))\

< \\px\\ 11*11 Ikll < \\PX\\M.

Therefore, \p(F(xen))\/\\px\\ < M. But

p(F(xen))=p(enF(x))^p(F(x))

so that |/>(F(jc))|/||/«c|| < M for all x G A and all/? G A*.
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